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NEXT WEEK-
INTERVIEWS 
WITH The Tech News TECH SENATE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES 
Vo . LIV Worcester, Massachusetts, Wednesday, April 6. 1964 Number 21 
Members of Faculty 
Re-activate AAUP 
FELLOWSHIPS JONES OF HARVARD 
GIVEN BY NSF 
The National Science Founda- TO LECTURE AT WPI 
tion recently announced the re-
A recent movement among some of the faculty to r e-acti- cipients of its financial assistance Professor R. Victor Jones, of the Division of Engineering 
vale a chapter of the American Association of University Pro- for graduate study. The purpose and Applied Physics at Harvard University, Cambridge, Mas-
fessors h as taken a concrete form with the election of officers of this financial aid is to promote sachusetts, will serve as a visiting lecturer at Worcester Poly-
and the establishment of an executive council. Dr. Louis P. the progress of science in the technic Institute Worcester Massachusetts Wednesday April United States. This aid for indi- 15 ' ' ' ' Granath was e lected president, Prof. John P. van Alstyne as victuals doing graduate work at · 
He will visit under the auspices of the American Associa-
tion of Physics Teachers and the American Institute of Physics 
as part of a broad, nationwid~ program to stimulate interest 
!n physics. The program is n ow in its seventh year and is sup-
ported by the National Science Foundation. 
vice-president, Prof. Thaddeus H. Roddenbery as treasurer, W.P.r. next year. encompasses 
and Prof. Theodore H. Packard and Dr. Donald E. Johnson as four different programs: the Co-
secretaries. operative Graduate Fellowships, 
At a meeting with members of whole." Summer ~ellowsh~ps for G~adu-
the executive council, Dr. Gra- ~ Prof. Roddenbery had re- ate Teachmg As~Istants, Science 
h D J h P f Al . . . P ·Faculty Fellowships and Grad-nat , r . o nson, ro . van - v1ously satd the "mam concern" . . . ' . 
styne, Prof. Packard and Prof. of the local chapter was the "de- uate Traineeshtps 10 Engineenng. 
Bruce C. McQuarrie, the general I fense of academic freedom and -~ohn J. Boyle. and Andrus 
policies of the group were out- the maintenance of high acad- Nuler O,f the Phystcs ~epartment 
lined. Although exact local poli- ernie standards." and W~liam R. Phllhps of the 
cies are vague, a statement of The feeling of the members at Mecbaruca~ Engineerin~ Depart-
policy of the national organiza- the meeting was that initially the ment recetve~ fellowships under 
tion was presented in a Jan. 8, group would serve as a forum the Cooperative Graduate Fel-
1964 letter from William P . Fid- for discussion of educational 1?wships _program. The Founda-
ler, General Secretary. He stated: topics. Because of the size and tlon re~ulres that ~hese Fellows 
;.The continued growth of na- formality as well as the number enro_ll m a full tune progra.m 
tional membership and the de- of topics to be discussed at a reg- ~eadlng towar.d a gr~duate degree 
l fa lt t·t d· f tn mathemat1cs, sCience or en-velop.ment of local and state in- u ar cu Y mee mg, a s u y o . . hin . t 
strumentalities reflected, of current schooling theories might gmermg. Teac g assignme~ s 
be Still d P r AJ t may not be taken as a service course, not only a quickened e . ro . van s yne . 
sense of responsibiUty on the stated that "with the increasing to the school but o~y m cases 
part of members of the teach- size, it is hard to get a large were they would _contnbute to the 
. . Fellow's academtc progress. Ap-Ing profession, but also in- group to consider topics wh1le a r ti f th" 1 volves an increased awareness small group could serve as a P Ica on or . 1 ~ ~ro~am. s 
of the responsible and effective launching pad." The possibility of through the partlcipatmg mstitu-
manner in which this Associa- increased communication be- tion which the _student expects 
tion is meeting the problems tween departments was also men- to . attend. Selectl?n is based on 
that confront the changing tioned. ability alo~e, wtth th~ school 
recommendmg students 1n prefe-
world of higher education. Al- Another Important possible rentiaJ order. Evaluation of abll-
ways vigilant in defending the function was suggested by Mr. M. 
profession against assaults on Lawrence Price, Dean of Faculty. 
academic freedom and tenure, He felt that "the group will 
the Association has recently bring about a closer communica-
.assumed broad new responsibil- tion between the faculty and ad-
DOCTOR LEWIS P. GRANATH 
ity fo1· improving faculty sal-
aries, for promoting faculty 
participation in college and 
university government, and in 
shaping the relationships of 
higher education to state and 
federal governments." 
The purpose as applied to the 
chapter was stated In the 
proposed chapter constitution. It 
stated, 
.ministration." The executive com-
mittee bore this out by stating 
"the faculty should be a strong 
voice in the administration of the 
school." And Dr. Granatb stressed 
the need for "mutual understand-
ing" between the faculty and ad-
ministration. 
The operation of the AAUP 
around the country varies widely, 
even to the extent of a union in 
"The purpose of the chapter some instances, as mentioned by 
be to facilitate a more ef- Dean P.rice. But he felt "this is 
cooperation among teach-
and research scholars in uni-
versities and colleges, and in pro-
fessional schools of similar grade, 
the promotion of interests of 
education and research, 
in general to increase the 
ity takes into account academic 
records. graduate record exam 
scores and individual references. 
Final selection is made by a na-
tional panel. These fellowships 
cover tuition costs and i.n addi-
tion the Fellow receives $2,400 
for living expenses. 
A Summer F e 11 o w s h i p for 
Graduate Teaching Assistants was 
also awarded to Andrus Niller 
for full time scientific st udies or 
research during the sum mer 
months. Application and selection 
(Continued on Pac-e 8) 
Notice to Seniors 
Due to the limited supply of 
PEDDLERS that will be available 
for sale when the book comes out, 
it is very likely that sales may 
terminate early the first day. Any 
senior who has not already re-
served a copy of his class yearbo6k 
may do so before April 25th by 
calling Don Ghiz at Sig Ep. 
pressure group." Dr. Johnson 
continued that the local would 
have "no collective bargaiping 
function." 
The overall intent of 
group was expressed by Prof. van 
Alstyne ; "Chapters creating the 
right atmosphere for teaching by 
making conditions as near perfect 
as possible." Dean Hollows com-
mented that "Any means by 
which the faculty can get to-
gether and discuss their problems, 
their mutual likes and disllkes, is 
good." 
The Initial aims o! the group 
seem to be accepted as desirable, 
but the actual programs to carry 
out the aLms have not yet been 
developed. The chapter Is still in 
a forming stage, and the degree 
The American Association of 
Physics Teachers is one of the 
five member societies of the 
Amlerican Institute of Physics. 
Other member societies are : The 
American Physical Society, Op-
tical Society of America, Acous-
tical Society of America, and the 
Society of Rheology. 
Lectures, informal discussions, 
assistance to faculty members 
concerning curriculum and re-
search problems in physics, and 
talks with students will feature 
Professor Jones' visit. Prolessor 
Allan E. Parker, Head of the 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute's 
Department of Physics, is in 
charge of arrangements for his 
visit. 
R. Victor Jones, who has been 
Associate Professot· of Applied. 
Physics at Harvard University 
is a specialist in the application 
CConUnued on Pare 9) 
JP Tickets 
Still on Sale 
PROF. R. VICTOR JONES 
Tech Senate Meeting 
Monday, April 13, marked the 
27th meeting of the Tech Se.nate. 
Following the opening remarks by 
Tech Senate President, Brian Sin· 
The highlight of the social year der, the assembly program and op· 
at Worcester Tech arrives to- 1 inion3 on poor student attendance 
morrow in the for.m of Junior I at lhe last two labor-manngment 
Prom Weekend sponsored by the assemblies were aired. Renewed 
class of 1965. Following fraternity investigation concerning t he cheer-
cocktail parties and banquets, the leader controversy was delegated 
weekend officially opens with a to the freshman representatives. 
formal ball at the Worcester Advice and consultation from other 
Auditorium. Buddy Morrow and schools such as Holy Cross is be· 
his "Night Train" orchestra will ing considered. 
provide music from 9:00 to 1:00. 
In accordance with the theme 
"Tahaitian Holiday," the ball will 
be gayly decorated with palm 
trees, flowers, and other foliage 
typical of a South Seas island. 
Highlighting the evening will be 
the selection of Miss Junior 
Prom. Various fraternity theme 
parties will follow the dance. 
Saturday afternoon will fea-
ture a track meet against Middle-
bury. The evening entertainment 
will be provided by the talented 
(Continued on Pare 9) 
The ramificalions o! a general 
solicitation for the National John 
F. Kennedy Library Fund Drive 
developed, with the idea of some 
t y p e o ! s c h o o I par ticipation, 
whether individual or group (fra · 
ternity), seemingly being favored 
by the senate body. 
Finally, the approach of Parent's 
Day, May 16, warrented discussion 
in which the price and quality of 
dorm food for parents and stu· 
dents, greater faculty participation. 
and general Parent's Day publicity 
were considered. 
and advance the 
nrds, ideals, and welfare of 
profession. The purpose will 
be to foster enUgbtened and 
1sible faculty opinion for 
bt·nefit of the Institute as a 
not the intent of the group here." 
The college has cooperated with 
the .AAUP in salary studies which 
show that 90.4% of the partici-
pating colleges have lower salary 
scales. The executive committee 
considered that this wage scale 
pointed out the non-union policy 
of the local chapter. They noted 
fu1·ther that "We are not afraid 
of identifying ourselves with the 
ideals of the (national) group but 
do not want to be portrayed as a 
to which they accomplish their 
goal (as expressed by 'Dr. Gra-
natb, " to be of service in im- _ 
proving the image of Worcester Part of the throng of dynamic faculty, administration, 
Tech" is yet to be seen. and students. at a recent assembly. 
Page 2 
E ditorial 
TECH NEWS 
Letters To 
The Editor 
Secondly, If 
Choose To 
You Do Not 
Go Advanced Tech News Needs Your Opinion 
Rumors crossing the editor's desk of the Tech News seem To the Editors: . . The Tech News, in order to fu lfill its obligation as an lll· 
I enjoyed talk1ng w1th your re- formativ · h b · h 
to reveal a startling thought that may or may not be prevalent porter recently but upon reading . e newspaper, WIS es to pu lis a recent "applica-
throughout the campus. We do not know, but wish to clarify the ensuing a~tlcle my thought tion" to the advanced corps which was distributed to each soph-
our side of the question. The rumor: That the Tech News fails was, "Did I say that?" omore ROTC student. We do not wish to condone or condemn 
to satisfy one of its basic objectives as a campus newspaper, In general, I'm sure the article advanced ROTC on this campus (though we do s tand firm in 
that of a student forum, by not encouraging the writing of, or related my poor!~ expressed our feelings about compulsory ROTC). Here we take no stand 
failing to print, letters to the edHor. !~:~~~!:~~~e~a~o~!~;~1~01 n!1;:;~ concerning this " application form." Some will say the ROTC 
First of all, it must be remembered that this is your news- out what the words were saying. d~partmen~ ~as begun using coercion in recruiting. Others 
paper, run by the editors for the benefit of the student body. Somewhere between my thoughts Will say this JS a standard form and this former group is read-
In any other college newspaper, there are usually five to ten and pubHcation there occurred a ing too much into it. We wish only to inform, not to coerce. 
. monstrous scramble of words. D S S letters to the ed1tor each week. Most weeks the Tech News May I clarify .my opinion on · · · 
has none, this week we were fortunate. Why? Because the two of the more l.:nportant U. S. ARMY ROTC INSTRUCTOR GROUP 
student body here seems to be completely satisfied with or points? , Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
completely indifferent to all situations on their campus. In 1· 'Science and engineering: Worcester, Massachusetts 
the past issues some of the letters were spontaneous but most ~Y thoug~t is that with present SUBJECT: Statement of Intent 
. . sc1ence ortented emphasis at 
were actively enc~raged b.y . the editors: II a studen~ was many schools, we may soon find TO: MS 2?4 Cade.t . . . 
overheard expressmg an opm10n concernmg a campus tssue, the good engineer at a premium. 1. Thts questJonnaJre Is mtended to serve a dual pur-
he was asked if he would write a letter to the editor concern- Curriculum changes must con- pose. First, this will enable us to make tentative plans on your 
ing the topic involved. In regards to the charge we refuse to stantly occur, but I feel that we ~nrollment in the Advanced Course. It is not a contract mere-
print some letters, take note of this week's "Letters to th e shou~d avoid any wholesale shift ly a notice of your intentions. Secondly if you do not 'choose 
. . to sc1ence emphasis here at Tech. Ad · ' EdJtors" column. We make many mtstakes, but we are not 2. ROTC to go vanced, we must enter th1s on our record. In the event 
afraid of them. Some go unnoticed, but those pointed out to My previous experience with you are ever drafted, the reason for your declination to go 
us, only help to improve. We have only refused to print one the Tufts NROTC makes me think advanced will be screened if you apply for a commission In 
letter- it was unsigned, and the writer stated in the letter, that a voluntary program can be the service. 
that he knew it would not be printed because of its anonymous successful. Without preconceived 2. Prior to completing the statement, consider the fol-
ldeas and with the usual desire of 
origin. young men to beco.'Tle part of an lowing factors which should influence your decision. 
This brings us to the requirements of a letter; we have elite unl!ormed group, th ere a. Reasons for elect ing to join the Advanced Course: 
only two. First they must be in good taste; secondly, they must should be more applicants than (1) Patriotic duty- fulfill you obligation to your country 
be signed- initials printed or name withheld upon reques t. billets. This was the case at Tufts. as an officer rather than an EM. 
"Identity withheld" letters are known only to the editor-in- There was never any question of (2) Unparalleled leadership and managerial experience 
chief and the news editor, and are available to no one with- moving on to the advanced pro- immediately. 
gram. Everyone wanted to con-
out the writer's permission. tinue and there was great dis- (3) Draft deferred status guaranteed from time of sign. 
Because of the aforementioned rumor we are challenging appointment when a man was ing contract thru completion of grad school. 
you, the student, to make this paper a student forum ; and take dropped for scholastic or physi- (4) Opportunity to travel, both in U.S. and overseas. 
an active interest in expressing your opinion. We realize we cal reasons. (4) Planned service-some non-ROTC graduates who 
must fulfill this objective, but can only do it with your help. Sincerely, presently have draft deferred jobs want to change, Carlton W. Staples This newspaper is your sounding board, it cann ot function but don't dare at this stage. 
without your active support J. J . M. Ed. Note: A s with any other or- (6) Uncomparable social activities for wife and self. 
An interesting episode occurred 
in one of the girl's dorms at the 
University or Hartford recently. It 
seems that the girls who reside 
there are being accused (talked 
about in others words) of "park-
ing" in front of the dorm at all 
hours of the day. They are upset 
about this, naturally, so they 
staged a small demonstration to 
physically (?) air t heir feelings 
about the matter . It was reported 
that the effects of their upr ising 
shall forever remain within the 
confines of I he do1·m as a memor· 
ial to forthcoming generations. 
Something like a mother's talks 
with her daughter, I would ima-
gine. 
One of the projects undertaken 
by the administration of the Uni-
versity of the Americas. in Mexico 
City, is that or raising the prestige 
or the school. 
The first step in this program 
was taken in 1954 when the Uni· 
versily moved from a deter iorating 
building in lhe cen ter of the Mexi· 
can capital to a picturesque cam-
pus on the outskir ts of the city. 
Since that time, however, pro· 
gress has been negligible until a 
few months ago. During the sum-
mer, an order was issued prohibit-
ing beards and making mandatory 
the wearing of shoes. 
Naturally a few protests were 
voiced. One American student was 
expelled for refusing to wear shoes. 
The immediate effect, however, 
was a sudden increase in the 
Mexican enrollment . The ~e.w .rc· 
gulation had produced a "beatn ik" 
image or the school, and the num· 
ber of applications soared. 
One of Americas most popular 
products-although the Russians 
claim they invented it first-is the 
beautiful girl, notes "The Colleg-
ian," Fresno State College, Fresno, 
California. 
Due to [resh air or balanced diet 
or something like that, the United 
States 1- roduces 3.2 more beautiful 
girls per square mile than any 
other country. Naturally, with such 
a super-abundance of loveliness, 
Americans have applied to girl-
watching the same standards of 
ingenuity and enthusiasm seen in 
missle·production and tax-evasion. 
In other words, t hey organized 
girl-watching as they did sandlot 
baseball into a family sport-the 
ubiquitous (look it up) Queen 
Contest. 
Romantic women thrill to the 
Cinderella aspect of a poor pickle· 
packer from Pixley being crowned 
l\liss International Sour Dill. The 
pretty girls watch (known as the 
"Homely Set") and delight in 
pointing out the contestant's flat 
feet, bad lower left molar and the 
tiny freckle behind her knee. 
U a group is going to have a 
symbol, it might as well be an 
attractive one. For instance, why 
should the dairy industry promote 
its image by selecting an outstand-
Ing purebred cow every year when 
a healthy girl raised on milk, 
butter and cheese looks so much 
better in an evening gown? 
"The Record," Goshen College, 
prints this form for underclassmen 
ganization, the TECH NEWS (7) Perform technical research with minimum supervi-
has Its problems and short~ 
comings. We can only say we 
are sor ry that thJ!s "scramble 
of words and thoughts" oc-
curred, particularly In this 
weekly feature column. To 
solve the problem the T ECH 
NEWS bas reecntly purchased 
a tape recorder. We do not fore-
see this type or error occurring 
again. It goes without saying 
that the mistakes we.re not In-
tended and that our hope is 
these apolorfes a re accepted. 
The EdJtors 
to fill out and follow: 
(1) Underclassmen should devote 
the whole of their time, attention 
and energies to the preformance 
of proper social conduct, and shall 
not, either indirectly or directly, 
alone or in partnership, violate 
the existing Hems-Down Policy 
which blankets the Goshen College 
Campus. 
(2) The said underclassmen shall 
follow diligently the Hems-Down 
Policy which Prohibits the follow-
ing and similar breaches: holding 
hands under the library tables; 
crashing dinner lines when an 
upperclassmen is looking; engag-
ing in or hitting any upperclass-
men in water fights; discarding 
gum wrappers in petunias; wear-
ing any garment above kneecap; 
snoring through alarm on Sunday 
morning; reading any printed ma-
terial including letters in chapel; 
whistling at any girl except to 
the tune of Beethoven's "Firth." 
(3) Because this poUcy exists 
upon the initiative of the wise up-
perclassmen, any infringement or 
violation will result in immediate 
and just social expulsion or ban. 
Finally, one last bit of informa-
tion of Importance to all college 
students. The date is March 6, 
1896. The event; the first automo-
bile appears on the streets o! De-
troit, driven by Charles Brady 
King. 
b. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
sion. 
Reasons against electing Advanced Course: 
Foreseen academic difficulty in fulfilling W. P. I. 
graduation requirements. 
Marriage- present executive order (not public law) 
allows married persons to avoid military obligation. 
Employment-If you are assured of a life-long draft 
deferred job along technical lines, you may believe 
this is a more preferential method of serving you 
country. 
3. Fill out one of the following: 
a. I intend to apply for the Advanced Course. 
b. I do not intend to apply for the Advanced Course fo 
the following reasons: 
c. I am undecided at present. I would like to discus 
this with (the PMS, Lt. Col Pierce) (my instructor) (my advisor 
( ) 
Signature 
Section Drill Unit 
TECH NEWS 
Edltor·l n -Chlef : DAVID S. SAWICKI 
::~~~:I~ IAS~~~~~r .............................................................................. THRODORI H. PACKARD ~ 
Mlnaglng Editors ........................................................................... PHILIP BACHILOIR 
RONALD ORUNI 
News Editor.................... .. .............................................................. JAMES MALONE 
Asslft l nt News Edlto r .................................................................... CHARLIS DISIMONI 
Fe1ture ldltors ............ ........................ , ........................................... MICHAEL OIMBIKI 
EUGENE DIONNE 
Sportf Editors .................................................................................. ROBERT KLAUBER 
ROBERT HAWU 
Mlk .. u p ldltors ................................................................................ JOSEPH GRACIA 
GRR.ALO MORRIS 
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GIORGI OROWAY 
Business Staf f : 
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Advertising Meneger ....................................................................... THOMAS TRAFIDLO 
Clrcul1tlon Meneger ........................................................................ WILLIAM NICKERSOI 
Aaslst1nt Circulation Mlnegers ............... - ...... """"-·--WILLIAM DOLBOW 
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in Daniels Hall, Worcester Polytechnic Insti tute, Worcester, 
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Shave Lotion, Turns, Old Spice 
llair Cream, No-Doz a~d ot~er~. Professor 
Campus Pacs are bemg dtstn· 1 P E SONGFEST TO BE APRIL 25 Carl Koontz 
u n Saturday, April 25th, the Prof. James Hensel will ~mcee 
sp It of Interfraternity competl- the songfest and the judging will 
uo will be focused on the an- be done by the faculty. The wln-
nu.ll Pi Delta Epsilon Songfest. ner will obtain posttion or the 
If ,>ast experience is indicative of songfest trophy until next year 's 
th1 quality or the perror.mance songfest. 
th.H may be expected, the even-
buted to 100.000 students on col-
ing would be well spent In the C' A lllnur~ D Ac·~ 
l leisurely atmosphere of musical I L-ilYlC IJ r rl IJ 
entertainment. With all eleven 
lege campuses throughout the 
country. The purpose of this is to 
insure college students or having 
an opportunity to sample the pro· 
ducts represented in the Pacs. 
Eugene Gilbert and Company and 
the Guest Pac Corporation, who 
are supplying the Pacs, believe 
that college students represent an 
exceptionally rich market to culti-
vate. Away [rom home and lhe 
family medicine chest, students 
can exercise independent prefer-
ence for products of the type being 
sampled. 
e 
r 
r 
I 
fraternities participatng this The W.P.l. Students Wives Club 
~ ea•·. the songfest promises to is sponsoring a fund-raising drive 
draw an even larger crowd than for their book scholarship fund . 
In previous years. For a donation of 50 cents they 
will give each student a Campus 
Pac, each containing over two 
dollars worth of drug and toiletry 
products. The products are sup-
plied by such nationally advertised 
manufacturers as Gillette, Schick, 
Cclgate · Palmolive. Old Spice, 
Fitch and many more. 
The evenings activities will 
start at 7:30 p.m. in Alden Memo-
rial Auditorium. Tickets will be 
on sale at the door for $1.50 per 
couple or individual tickets at 
St .OO. 
Intermission entertainment will 
be provided by the Frat Ratz, a 
campus group that plays all types 
of contemporary music, and dur-
ing the judging the "Minute-
men," a local folk singing group, 
will perform. 
The Pacs contain such products 
as Schick Injector Razor and Stain-
less Steel Blades, Gillette Alter-
Shave Lotion, Ting Athlete's Foot 
Remedy, Mixture 79 Pipe Tobacco, 
Fitch Shampoo. Sun Up Alter 
With the cooperation of the 
manufacturers, the Student Wives 
Club is taking advantage of this 
opportunity to collect money !or 
their book scholarship fund. Any 
student contributing 50 cents will 
purchase a Campus Pac worth 
considerably more and will be help-
ing a worthy cause. There is a 
limited number and only one Pac 
can be given to each student. 
The Campus Pacs will be avail-
able Thursday afternoons in Mor-
gan Hall. 
• 
• 
• 
John LaCost wanted a part in scientific progress 
He has it at Western Electric 
John LaCost received his B.S.E.E. from the Uni-
versi ty of Illinois In 1962. One of the factors which 
Influenced him to join Western Electric was the 
quick manner In which new engineers become 
operational. 
During the short time John has been with us, he 
has worked in several areas which are vital to the 
nation's communications complex. And with his 
fu ture development In mind, John attended one of 
our Graduate Engineer Training Centers where he 
studied the front-line Electronic Switching System. 
He is currently working as a systems equipment 
engineer on such projects as cross bar switching 
and line link pulsing. 
John's future at Western Electric looks promis-
ng indeed. He knows he will be working with revo-
utionary and advanced engineering concepts like 
'ectronic switching, thin film circuitry, computer-
controlled production lines and microwave sys-
tems. He is also aware of the continued opportunity 
for advanced study through the Company-paid 
Tuition Refund Plan, as well as through Company 
training centers. 
How do you see your future? If you have high 
personal standards and the qualifications we are 
looking for, we should talk. Opportunities for fast-
moving careers exist now, not only for electrical, 
mechanical and Industrial engineers, but also for 
physical science, liberal arts and business majors. 
For more detailed Information, get your copy of 
the Western Electric Career Opportunities booklet 
from your Placement Officer. Or write: Western 
Electric Company, Room 6405, 222 Broadway, 
New York 38, N. Y. And be sure to arrange for a 
personal interview when the Bell System recruiting 
team visits your campus. 
~ West ern £/ectric fiAANUFAcruRtNG A No suPPLY UNIT o F TH£ a e L L sYsrcM '~;' 
tel • A Ofll',tt ill \ NITY trw, Cl'f[. 'e' 
' oal manufaclun na lo :a looM'" I 3 c•t•es • Ooeratma centers on many of the5e same c•hes olus 36 others throuahout t he U S 
g n•tr•nll Research Center. Pnnceton. N. J. • T•II'I /De Coro .• Skok e,lll., L•Uie Ro•.~ Ark. • Gen. HQ .. 195 Broadwaf . New York 
A Casual, Competent Civil 
In another attempt to further 
students' knowledge of their pro-
fessors and instuctors, the Tech 
News has interviewed Professor 
Carl Koontz, head of the Civil 
Engineering Department at Worc-
ester Tech. 
Carl Henry Koontz was born in 
Pennsylvania, but moved to Pensa-
cola, Fla., soon thereafter. He fin· 
ished his high school education just 
before World War fi broke out, 
whereupon he interrupted his ed· 
ucation to serve his country. Up-
on being discharger! from the ser· 
vice, he enrolled at the University 
of Illinois from which he received 
both his Bachelor and .Master's 
degree in Civil Engineering. After 
teaching in Olinois for a short 
while, Professor Koontz accepted 
a position at Worcester Tech in 
1952. In 1957 he was given the 
title of Professor, and then be-
came head of the Civil Engineer-
ing Department. 
When asked what prompted 
him to come to W.P.I., Professor 
Koontz replied that he was very 
much interested in New England 
and that he knew of Worcester 
Tech's reputation as an engineer-
ing college. He went fu rther to 
say that at the time that he came 
here he was very much disap· 
pointed with facilities of the civil 
department. which was - at that 
time-located in Boynton Hall. He 
then said that he was very pleased 
to observe the rapid growth in the 
department since his arrival on 
the campus. 
One of the questions posed by 
the Tech N• ws during this inter-
view was how Professor Koontz, 
as head of the Civil Engineer ing 
Department, felt toward the popu-
lar opinion amongst the students 
that the Civil course is the "eas-
iest" course at W.P.I. He answered 
that this opinion is simply not a 
realistic one. One curriculum is 
not easier or more diCficult than 
another because it is the indivi-
d ual 's interest which is the main 
drive in making a course more or 
less difficult. 
Professor Koontz was then asked 
how he felt about the Worcester 
Tech student in general. His first 
reply, with respect to studies, was 
that the ordinary Tech student 
" attacks his studies with a due 
amount of respect," but not with 
what might be called a voracious 
appetite for knowledge. This, how-
ever, he liked, because he, like 
many other educators, believes 
that a textbook education is not all 
that a young man should have 
when he graduates from college, 
but that he should also have an 
education in the ways of society. 
This brought up another problem 
in his mind, however, and that was 
the fact that at Tech, the non· 
fraternity men do not have the 
oppor tunity for a social broaden-
ing that the fraternity men have. 
This he attributes to the fact that 
the independents simply cannot 
organize themselves because they 
are spread out around the campus 
and don't live in a group. 
As for fraternities, Professor 
Koontz thought quite highly of 
them. He feels that they are an 
excellent opportunity Cor college 
men to develop themselves soci-
ally and to aquire a certain amount 
of responsibilty. He also said that 
their independence !rom the col· 
lege is an important factor in 
making fraternities such a useful 
tool or personal development. 
On the subject of student-faculty 
relationships, Professor Koontz 
!ell the two groups have been 
growing further and further apart 
since he first started to teach here. 
He said that this is a natural out· 
come of the growth of the college, 
but that both grou ps should make 
an effort to mix in. He was quoted 
as saying that "the faculty could 
be a lot more productive in at-
tending student functions and 
mingling in with the students at 
activities." This, he said, lends to 
motivation of the students. Re also 
went on Lo say that the students 
themselves could give more sup-
port to school functions. He (eels 
that there is a certain lack of 
school spirit on the campus, and 
that this is due, in part, to the 
attachment which students have 
for their individual fraternities . 
PROF. KOONTZ 
He recalled an incident where he 
questioned a graduating senior 
about his loyalties to lhe school. 
The senior replied that h is loyal-
ties were to his fratern ity, his 
department, and then to the school. 
Th is, he said, usually changes 
when that person becomes an 
alumnus, and then his loyalties 
change so that the school becomes 
his strongest attachment. At this 
point he mentioned that he was 
very much impressed by the strong 
loyalty of Tech's alumni. 
A strong supporter of student 
rights, Professor Koontz said that 
he was nevertheless disturbed by 
some of the editorializing and 
some of the cartoons wh ich were 
printed by the Tech News. He feels 
that there should be a mutual re-
spect between the students and 
the administration, and that this 
respect was not maintained in 
some of the papers. 
Professor Koontz, besides being 
a teacher, the head of his depart-
ment, and a family man , is also 
active in his community as a mem-
ber of the planning board in Wo r-
cester, and as a consultant on fall · 
out shelters for the civil defense 
organiazlion. His interests lie in 
golr and music, and he enjoys 
r eading during his few leisure 
moments. 
ECK BROTHERS 
TEXACO STAT ION 
n Highland Street 
WorcH ter Massachusetts 
----------------------
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HARTFORD-4 TECH-1 I.F. SPORTS HAVE SHOWN 
IN SEASON OPENER KEEN RIVALRY TO DATE 
On April 11 a youn& in~~~ ~ dr~e in H~U~d~ fin~ run. ~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ienced Worcester Tech nine took It wasn't unW the bottom of the 
the field against the University o£ ninth that Tech fans got a chance 
Hartford. Despite a fine pitching to cheer. Jerry Sorrow walked and 
performance, they left after losing 
4-1. 
For the first six inings Todd 
Wicker and Hartford's John Smo-
len were engaged in a pitching 
dual with the only run commg in 
the second when the Hawk's Gene 
Grimaldi caught a Wicker curve 
that hung and drilled it over the 
center fie ld fence. During this 
timo, Worcester 's biggest threat 
came in the fifth . With one out 
BiJI Newton singled, Bob Bennett 
reached on an error, and Wicker 
wal kPd to fill the bases. However, 
MARONEY AT BAT 
FOR TECH 
Smolen bore down and escaped 
without any damage being done 
by striking out Dave Waite and 
Don Lutz. 
ln the seventh Wicker's arm be· 
came tired, the defense became 
shoddy, and Hartford pushed 
across two more. The Hawks add-
ed another in the ninth when Stan 
Piorkowski singled off Larry Hull 
WICKER FIRES ONE 
BY HARTFORD HITTER 
took second on Bill Baker's single. 
Charlie Dulour, pinch-hitting for 
Hull, caught an inside fast ball and 
smashed a double down the right 
field line, driving in Sorrow for 
Tech's only run. 
Co-captain Art Bodwell showed 
exceptional spirit and hustle when 
he dove head first into the left 
field fence in a vain attempt to 
shag a fty. There were very few 
other colorful points in this game. 
Bill Baker managed to bring the 
crowd to their feet when he hit 
a towering drive down the left 
field line that was foul by only a 
foot. 
Only Bodwell, Maroney, Newton, 
Baker, and Dufour managed hits, 
and these were well spread out. 
lf Tech's bats remain dormant 
when men are on base, there are 
going to be many more losses like 
this low scoring 4-1 defeat from 
Hartford Universi ty. 
would capture the match wound 
up with a 280.3 average. These 
two men who will graduate in 
June have sparked the entire 
RIFLE TEAM 
ENDS SEASON team and saw them through sev-
Although the rifle team fin- eral tough matches. 
lshed their 63-64 season with a Despite the losses of Gu.lllhsen 
record of three wins and four and Stone the team has much 
losses, It was still considered a more potential that is expected 
substantial success. This year, the to shine through for next season. 
With new men like Dick Wilson team average rose from a poor 
and remaining veterans such as 
1376 to a threatening 1389, plac- Bob st. Pierre in addition to the 
PHI KAPPA THETA CAPTURES FRAT. 
BASKETBALL CROWN 10-0 MARK 
The Phi Kappa Theta basketball team finished the sea-
son with a 10-0 record and dethroned defending champion 
Sigma Phi Epsilon to take the I.F. basketball championship. 
SPE placed second with a 9-1 record. Using a full court press 
and a strong bench to advantage Phi Kap fought their way to 
the crown. 
Sig Ep Leads In 
Total Points For 
/. F. Sports Cup 
With three sports remaining on 
the lntralralernity sports program 
for the 1963-1964 ye~ Sigma Phi 
Epsilon is leading defending cham· 
pion Phi Kappa Theta in total 
points toward the sports trophy. 
At the completion of volleyball. 
The league proved to be much stronger than it bas been bowling, swimming, and basketball 
m the past with PKT, SPE, AEP, and SAE being the leading Sig Ep has tallied 158 points while 
contenders. It was a season of many hard fought and closely second place Phi Kap has 152.5 
contested games but when it comes right down to it the de- points. 
ciding factor for the championship was Phi Kap's 58-41 vic- Their closer competitors ~e Phi 
Sigma Kappa and Theeta Chi, who 
tory over Sig Ep. are tied for third and are far be· 
Before Sig Ep could get started the Kap was ahead, 12-0, hind the front two with 138.5 
points. The remaining teams stand 
as they stole the ball away many times with their all court as follows: 5. Phi Gamma Delta 
press. SPE settled down and stayed even with the Kap for 137, 6. Alpha Epsilon Pi 135, 7. 
the remainder of the first half. PKT held a, 34-19 advantage Shield 134, 8. Lambda Chi Alpha 
at halftime. Using a man to man defense at the strat of the 133.5, 9. Sigma Alpha Epsilon 132.5, 
second half SPE kept pecking away at Phi Kap's lead and 10. Alpha Tau . Omega 131.5, ll. 
closed to within eight points at one time. However, PKT soon Tau Ka~pa EpsJl~n 127· 
found the range with Bill Tanzer and Pat Moran bitting on 1In dgafimstln~ the_Jr 1?8 total SdP~ . . p ace r JD swtmmmg, secon Jn 
long bombs and the Kap won gomg away. Moran and Skip volleyball. second in basketball, 
O'dell were high for PKT with 16 and 14, respectively. and tied for seventh in bowling. 
. PKT finished first in bowling, fint 
Included among the outstandmg players of the league in basketball, in a tie for third 
were brothers Bob and Dave Geiger of SPE. Bob was the top in volleyball, and in a tie for 
scoring threat for Sig Ep this year, while brother Dave was an seventh in swimming. 
excellent ball-hawk on defense and a top rebounder. Fresh- Before the start of the basketball 
man center Skip O'dell and junior guard Pat Moran were key season _Phi Ka~ was in th~ place 
factors in the Kap's drive to the crown. Both were outstand- one potJhnt betbmd ThPKTets bChlk. Htbow11• , ever, e s rong as e a 
ing hustlers on defense as well as the team s top scorers. team went undefeated and Theta 
A.E.P. who finished third with a 8-2 mark, was led by C~i finis~ed wi~ a 3-7 record to 
' . ' . gam a he for e1gth. This placed 
':enter Steve Rudmck and guard Steve Beges. Rudmck proved the Kap In second and set TC 
to be the top man in the league under the boards while Beges down into a tie for third with 
was a consistent scorer from the outside. S.A.E. was sparked PSK, who placed filth in basketball. 
by center Gary Dyckman, who led the team in scoring and While Phi Kap reigns as ebam· 
rebounding. pion in basketball an~ bowling and 
FINAL STANDINGS 
Phi Kappa Theta 
Sigma Phi Epislon 
Alpha Epsilon Pi 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Phi Sigma Kappa 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Phi Gamma Delta 
Theta Chi 
w. 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
4 
4 
3 
L. 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
6 
7 
Sig Ep as champion m swimm.lnJ, 
Phi Sig is the champion in volley· 
ball. 
I.F. Table . Tennis is now into 
full swing with AEP and ATO both 
tied for first with 6-0 records. Sll 
Ep and the Sbleld follow with ~1 
records. The I.F. Track Meet will 
be held on April 21-22. 
RUDY'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Corner of Hithlencl 
e nd West St,.... 
CREW CUTS e IVY LEAGUE 
Complete Tune Up Service 
ing them fifth in their league of men which the new rifle range Shield 3 7 GOYETTE'S SERVICE 
STATION eight teams. Competing in the Is expected to attract ,the rifle 
u .s. Coast Guard Academy Rlfle team will present WPI with an- Lambda Chi Alpha 
other possibility of taklng a first 
1 9 102 Hlthlend St .. et Boynton St. 
0 10 WorcHte r, Mau. Tel. PL 3-9579 Invitational match in February, Tau Kappa Eps1"lon place in a tough league. 
the Tech team placed fourth o.f ~~~;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;i;i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ 
twenty one compets and on 
March 9 shot their way to sec-
ond place In the National Rifle 
Association Intercollegiate rune 
Championships sectional match. 
A spectacularly close battle be-
tween the Tech team and the 
Coast Guard Academy for top 
spot in the match lasted up un-
til the Clnal day with Eric Gu111h-
sen, president o.f the Rille club 
coming out In first place with a 
281.5 average. Dave Stone team 
SUMMER JOBS 
for STUDENTS 
NEW S'64 clirectory lists zo,ooo summer job openings in 
50 states. MALE or FEMALE. Unprecedented research 
for students includes exact pay rates and job details. 
Names employers and their addresses for hiring in in-
dustry, summer camps, natlonal parks, resorts, etc., et~ .• 
etc. Hurry!! jobs filled early. Send two dollars. Sabs-
faction guaranteed. Send to: Summer Jobs Directory~ 
P. 0. Box 13593-Phoenix, Arizona. 
JOBS ABROAD 
STUDENTS & TEACHERS 
Largest NEW directory. Lists hundreds of permanent 
career opportunities in Europe, South America, Africa 
and the Pacific, for MALE or FEMALE. Totals 50 coun-
tries. Gives specific addresses and names prospective 
U.S. employers with foreign subsidiaries. Exceptionally 
high pay, free travel, etc. In addition, enclosed vital 
guide and procedures necessary to foreign employmeut. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send two dollars to Jobs Abro.ld 
Directory-P. 0 . Box 13593-Phoenix, Arizona. 
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TEC H N EW~ 
TRACK COACH NORCROSS 
CAPTAINS CZARNICKI AND HELMING 
GOLF CAPTAIN AND MANAGER 
KEN ADRIAN WITH COACH SEABURG 
DAVE WAITE AND ART BODWELL 
1964 BASEBALL CO-CAPTAINS 
TENNIS COACH WADSWORTH WlTH 
STANDOUT CAPTAIN FRED SONNTAG 
LACROSSE, CAPTAINS PAUL VAJCOVEC 
AND DAVE McCAFFREY 
SPRING SPORTS PREVIEW 
A13 past years have witnessed, 
spring sports laurels will rest 
mainly with the golf and tennis 
teams. However, much is expected 
from a well·experienced lacrosse 
team, and an optimistic baseball 
nine. 
Opening the season will be 
Tech's tennis team, whose strength 
rests upon the racket of captain 
Fred Sonntag undefeated in last 
Year's competition. Buttressing the 
attack. sophomore John Pardee is 
expected to prove a strong num-
ber-two-man, as well as a more-
than-capable doubles partner for 
Sonntag. Rounding out the strong 
top four will probably be Bob Stow 
and Tac Tsujita. Undoubtedly our 
~mpetition namely such teams as 
R.P.I., Trinity and Holy Cross, wlll 
see much from Heywood, True, 
Miller and Rudd. Generally speak-
Ing greater experience and in-
~re:·~ed depth may catapault this 
Yea ~·s tennis squad into the lime-
light as one of Tech's top spring 
sporting clubs. 
Perennially, Coach Norcross's 
track team is one of Tech's top 
sporting clubs. Even the loss of 
such key men as McGrath and Hof-
fman, who, incidentially, accounted 
for approximately a combined 25 
points per meet, will not signific-
antly hamper the quality of our 
track team. The squad is excep-
tionally strong in certain events 
with Hawes and Wandie standing 
out in the quarter mile, Jacques, 
Sinder and Czarniecki in the hund-
red, and school record-holders 
Helming and Giusti in the javelin 
and shot respectively. Optimistic 
Coach Norcross is hoping that the 
loss of Paul Peterson in the dla-
cus will not greatly effect the 
team. Barring injuries and unfore-
seen bad luck, this year's track 
squad should fare exceptionaUy 
well, perhaps even remaining un-
defeated. 
Continuing a preview of Tech's 
spring sports, we come to the 
lacrosse team. Past years have 
seen our lacrosse squad fall short 
of expectations. However with ten 
returning lettermen, Coach King 
is hopeful of improvement. At 
.first midfield, co-captain Paul Vaj-
covec, Walt Lankau and Kap Chen-
oweth, will lead the way. Bolster-
ing the attack will be Zetterlund, 
Kochanek and Klauber, and on de-
fense wiJI be found Kelley, Shields, 
Hybeck, Acker and Mildonian. In· 
juries to key personnel, specifically 
attack-man Bill Zetterlund and 
goalie Dave McCaffrey, will prob-
ably prove detrimental to the team 
ear ly in the season. However, over 
the course of two months, the la-
crosse team will undoubtedly 
leave its share of scars on New 
England Champion, U-Mass., Dart-
mouth Cup winner, Holy Cross and 
others. 
More or less a certainty, Tech's 
golf team, captained by Ken Ad-
rian, should be undefeated again 
this year as Ln the past two years. 
The reason for their supremacy 
is nothing short of ability. Compos· 
ing the top four men are Ken Ad· 
rian, a medalist in the N. E. Inter-
collegiate Golf Tournament, Ken 
Hultgren, former N. E . Schoolboy 
Champion, and Eric Sweed and 
Bob Belville, both handicap golfers. 
The loss of last year's 5th man, 
Van Hicken, might cause a bit of 
apprehension for Coach Seaberg, 
but a suitable replacement is ex-
pected to be found among a num· 
ber of fine golfers; Larry Folloni, 
Charlie Peix, Mike Napolitano, 
Tom Benoit, Ed Jacobs and Ben 
Surowiecki. 
This year the goii team islook-
ing forward to revenging last 
year's 326-332 defeat at the hands 
of U. Conn. at the New England's. 
The big question this spring 
seems to be baseball. With the loss 
of only two of last year's letter-
men, Fred Molinari and Les Hart, 
it would be expected that the 
team would fare well. However. 
last year's hitting was not the 
squad's main forte . Defense and 
the outstanding pitching of George 
Mitchang accounted for most of 
Tech's victories. Hopefully, the 
pitching will be strong this year 
with the return of Larry Hull and 
the arrival of freshman Gary Bos-
sak. U not, the hitting of 3rd 
baseman Jim Maroney, lefl-ftelder 
Art Bodwell, and first-baseman 
Dave Walte wUI be counted on to 
take up the slack. Fighting for 
starting positions on the diamond 
are, George Stevens, Charlie Kel-
ly, Bob Bennet, Bill Baker, Bill 
Goudie, and Don Lutz. With just 
a little luck the baseball team 
should improve upon last year's 
5-5 record. 
And so, within the week, if 
they have not already, Tech's 
spring sporting teams will take to 
the field. We wish them the best 
of luck. 
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I.F,. All-Star Basketball Team 
I.F. basketball has just completed one of its most exciting 
seasons with many close and well played contests. It produced 
many superb basketball competitors, who contributed much 
to the success of the season. Therefore it was very tough for 
the sports editors to select an all-star team. However, with 
keen advice from the I.F. referees we have chosen a first and 
a second team. 
TECH NEWS 
Is Defeated Tennis Team 
Sonntag Continues Skein 
True losing to Porter, 6-2, 6-1 and 
Miller bowing to Morgan fHi, 6-2 
The remainjng two d o u b I e s 
matches, won by Rensselaer, sa" 
Morgan and Porter over Heywood 
and Tsujita, 7-5, 6·3; and Friendly 
and Brunner topping Genereux 
and Rudd, 7-5, 6-4. 
Belter weather for tennis could or players. At Worcester Tech 
hardly have been ordered as Rens- Fred Sonntag Is in a class by him-
selaer Polytechnjc Institute out· sell. He has perfected his game to ;===========~ 
stroked Worcester Tech to a 7-2 appear virtually flawless. In his 
victory on April 11 ln Troy, New first lwo years at Tech he was 
York. The depth of the team from undefeated in singles competition. 
R.P.I. was unquestionably greater 
than that of Tech's team. The gen· 
erally steadier game played by 
R.P.L can be contributed in part 
to the greater amount of practice 
lime. Practice sessions for W.P.I. 
have been greatly limited due to 
the weather. However, since most 
of last year's team have returned 
and a number of new promising 
players have joined. the prospects 
for an improved season are excel· 
lent. There is greater potential 
than last year, and weather per-
mitting, practice will surely bring 
forth a better record. 
Last Saturday was no exception as 
he opened his third year by de· 
RELIABLE PRESCRIPTIONS 
HIGHLAND R PHARMACY 
104 Htrbland Street 
PL 6-0594 Worcester, Mass. 
feating Lee Lieble, R.P.I.'s top ~------------------~ 
player, 6-4, 6-1. Fred was also --------------------
instrumental in winning Tech's .-----
only other point of the match as 
he teamed with Jon Pardee to 
edge Sieble and Lemontt, 64, 4-6, 
and 6-3 in doubles action. 
You WUI 
NO TIS 
Other singles play, in seeded The Difference 
order beginning with second posi· PIZZA 
tion saw Pardee drop to Lemontt, 
6-4, 6-1; Tsujita edged by Bishko, GRINDERS 
6-4, 6-4; Heywood downed by Gjert· ITALIAN SANDWICHES 
sen, 7-5, 6-(); Genereux beaten by 13'7 HIGHLAND ST. 
Choletie, 6-2, 6-2; and Rudd bested AVOID WAITING 
Tennis, as does every other by Durbak, 6-3, 6-3. Two exhibition CALL PL 2-9248 
. . . sport, has its outstanding player matches also won by R.P.l. found '-==--===~=======-
League champ10n Ph1 Kap placed two on the f1rst team, ----------------------- -
while Sig E).>, AEP, and Phi Sig each had one candidate on the 
top five. Senior forward Bob Geiger of SPE and junior center 
Steve Rudnick of AEP are the only two repeaters from last 
year's all star team. Freshman forward Skip O'dell and jun-
ior guard Pat Moran were the spark behind the drive that led 
Phi Kap to the championship. Rounding out the first team is 
senior Bruce Ochieano, who was a top playmaker at guard for 
PSK this season. 
Included on the second team are forwards Dave Geiger, 
a junior from Sig Ep, and Bill Goodwin, a senior from SAE, 
center Gary Dyckman, a sophomore from SAE, and guards 
Bill Eidt, a junior from TKE, and Steve Beges, a junior from 
AEP. Eidt was the leading scorer In the league as he aver-
aged over 19 points per game. 
Bill Shields has been named coach of the year for his in-
spiration in leading his team Phi Kap to the championship. 
He instituted an all-court press that proved to be a key factor 
in their undefeated season. 
FIRST TEAM SECOND TEAM 
F. Bob Geiger SPE F. Dave Geiger SPE 
F. Skip O'dell PKT F. Bill Goodwin SAE 
C. Steve Rudnick AEP C. Gary Dyckman SAE 
G. Pat Moran PKT G. Bill Eidt TKE 
G. Bruce Ochieano PSK G. Steve Beges AEP 
la.AI'S ., Cl fliERS I LAUIIERERS 
SHIRTS LAUNDERED AND CLOTHIS DRY CLEANED 
LAUNDRY WASHID, FLUFF DRIED, SORTID, •nd FOLDEn 
115 HIGHLAND STREET 
Telephone: PL 2-4980 
Across From Diner 
Friendly ICE CREAM STORES 
HIGHLAND STREET 
1420 Main Street, Worcester-Open All Year 
306 West Boylston Street, West Boylston-Open All Year 
451 Lincoln Street, Worcester-Open All Year 
SERVING 
DEUCIOUS ICE CREAM 
AND 
TASTEFUL SANDWICHES 
AT THEIR BEST 
Open 10 A.M.-Midnite · Sun.· Fri.-Sat. 10 A.M .• 1 A.M. 
.. 
I 
t 
USAF F·l05, unleashing air-to·ground 
rockets at s •mulated enemy target . 
l 
.,. 
·' 
SchOOl'S OUI. 
Right now, grad uation seems way off in the 
wild blue yonder. But it's not too early to start 
planning. In the future , you'll look back on 
decisions you make today with satisfaction . .. 
or regret. 
What can an Air Force career mean to you in 
tangible gain? The opportunity to take on ex-
ecutive responsibilities you might otherwise 
wait years to attain. And a head-start into one 
of a wide range of possible ca reers in the 
exciting Aerospace Age. 
personic jet ... helping to keep America's 
guard up. Or you may be in an Air Force 
laboratory, working to solve an intricate sci-
entific or technologica l problem. 
Doing jobs like these, you can hold your head 
high . In addition to being essential to your 
country, they're the beginnings of a profes-
sion of dignity and purpose. 
For more information, see the Professor of 
Air Science. 
If there is no AFROTC unit on your cam-
As an Air Force officer, for ex-
ample. you may be flying a su- u I II F pus, contact your nea rest Ai r • I r orca Force recruiter. 
Tech Alumni Succeed 
In Non-Technical Fields 
l'he engineering student is 
of<en confronted with the thought 
tha t, by limiting himself to a 
purely technical education, he is 
narrowil\g the scope of his em-
ployment, and restricting him-
self in the type of positions he 
may occupy. It is a tact, how-
ever, that contrary to this, an 
engineering degree is far fr001 a 
bjnderance; more likely it is an 
aid in engaging positions which 
are not purely technical in for-
ma t. Many Tech alwn.ni have, in 
fact , acceeded to prominence in 
fields other than engineering. 
Two such alumni are Mr. James 
J. Clerkin Jr. and Mr. Thomas 
Boyd Graham. 
Mr. James J . Clerkin J r. grad-
uated from Worcester Tech in 
1945 with a bachelor of science 
degree in mechanical engineer-
ing. Upon his graduation, Mr. 
Clerkin served with the U.S. 
NavY at the Naval Ordnance La-
boratories In Chesapeake, Virgi-
nia, for the remainder of World 
War II. Upon his discharge he 
entered Harvard Business School 
and in 1947, was graduated with 
a master of business administra-
tion degree. Mr. Clerkin then 
accepted a position with Theodore 
Gray and Company as an assist-
ant to the president of the Auto-
matic Electric Company, a sub-
sictiary of the Gray Company. 
Mr. Clerkin advanced rapidly in 
the company. Within a year he 
was promoted to Assistant Com-
mercial Manager of the Automat-
ic Electric Company. Simulta-
neously he was appointed Com-
mercial Manager of the Automat-
ic Electric International. From 
1949 thru 1950 he served as the 
Director of Financial Planning 
and as Assistant Treasurer and 
Secretary of the Gray Group 
Companies. In recognition of his 
superior achievement, Mr. Cler-
kin was appointed Director of 
Planning on the staff of the Chief 
Operating Officer of the Gray 
Group Companies. From 1952 to 
trying to catch the 
TECH NEWS 
1956, he served as Vice-President business as well as his contribu-
and Director of the Continental tions to the betterment of the 
Telephone Company, and other school, Mr. Clerkin is recognized 
Gray Telephone operating cOOl- as one or our outstanding alumni. 
panies. These operating compa- Mr. Thomas Boyd Graham is 
nies were incorporates, as a part also an example of an engineer 
of the General Telephone and who has pursued interests other 
Electronics, Incorporated in 1955. than those of a technical aspect. 
In 1956, General Telephone Receiving his bachelor of science 
Electronics named Mr. Clerkin degree in chemical engineering 
Executive Vice - President and ln 1938 and his master of chem-
Director of Comptometer Corpo- leal engineering degree in 1940, 
ration. In 1956, he was appointed both !.rom Worcester Tech. Boyd 
to the position of President of was employed as a technical as-
General Telephone and Electron- sistant to the patent counsel of 
ics manufacturing and marketing Allied Chemical and Dye Corpo-
operations outside the United ration New York City until 
•States. Most recently, Mr. Clerkin 1943. 'rn 1943, he became' patent 
has been appointed an Executive adviser to the Director of Naval 
Vice - President for teleprone op- Research Laboratory, Office of 
erations for General Telephone the Judge Advocate General. He 
and Electronics, Incorporated. remained in this position until 
A native of New Britain, Con- 1946. During this same period Mr. 
necticut, Mr. Clerkin, presently Graham continued to pursue his 
resides in Darien, Connecticut studies: first at New York Uni-
with his family. Despite his many versity and later a~ Georgetown 
duties, he has retained active in- University. These were climaxed 
terest in Tech. At present he is when, in 1946, he received a Doc-
the president of his district alum- tor of Laws degree from George-
ni board. As an active member of town University. Mr. Graham 
the Alumni program, be has de- now became Assistant Patent 
voted time and support to sev- Counsel for the Pure 011 Com-
era) alumni fund drives. In recog- pany of Chicago, Dlinois. From 
nition of his fine achievement in 1950 to 1955 he was an associate 
better forget it! 
The engineering opportunity 
that's really worthwhile 
can never offer you 
a " free ride". 
The basic rules still apply: 
A successful career ... 
your personal growth and achievement . . • 
depends on 
your talents and abilities 
anti on the way 
a good company 
utilizes these assets. 
Sikorsky VTOL aircraft 
are amply demonstrating 
our capacity 
for applying engineering talent 
to solid, long-range goals. 
Today, we are producing 
the most versatile airborne vehicles 
jn the world. 
As for tomorrow-
can you meet the challenge of our 
continuing technological advancements? 
Career potential with Sikorsky is further enhanced by our corporation-financed 
Graduate Education Program. Please consult your Placement Office for cam-
pus interview dates-or-write to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy, Engineering Personnel. 
Sikorsky ~ i rcraft D>VOO OON OOO UNOTEDYAA .. CDAPO AATOON 
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member of the law firm ot: Darby 
and Darby of :New York City. 
In 1956, he opened his own law 
office. He conducted his own of-
fice until 1959 when he became a 
partner in the firm of Emery, 
Whittemore, Sandoe, and Graham 
of New York City. 
Among his many accomplish-
ments, Mr. Graham is a member 
of the Bar in the District of Co-
lumbia, illinois, and New York. 
He is licensed to practice before 
the U.S. Patent Office, the Cana-
dian Patent Office, various fede-
ral courts, and the United States 
Supreme Court. Also slnce 1957, 
he has served as an adjunct pro-
fessor of law of the industrial 
and technological property at the 
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. 
At the same time, Mr. Graham is 
active ln several, professional 
groups, such as the American 
Bar Association, Patent - Trade-
mark - Copyright Section; the 
New York Patent Law Associa-
tion; the American Patent Law 
Association; and the Patent and 
Trademark Institute of Canada. 
Neither has Mr. Graham deserted 
his first vocation, Chemical En-
gineering. He is a member of the 
American Chemical Society, and 
the International Union of Pure 
and Applied Chemistry. He is 
also the Chairman of the Ameri-
can Patent Law Association's 
Chemical Practice Committee. 
With these many societies, Mr. 
Graham has still found time to 
devote to his A1:na Mater. He is 
president of the New York Chap-
ter of Worcester Polytechnic In-
Stitute Graduates. He bas been 
outstanding in his drive to in-
crease Alumni contributions and 
active alumni support for the col-
lege. Among his p(oposals are 
that gifts be departmentalized 
according to the donors, perhaps 
in this way stimulating contribu-
tions. He has urged more aggres-
siveness in campaigning for con-
tributions; and finally, Mr. Gra-
ham has urged that a pledge be 
solicited from each graduating 
senior of his first weeks salary 
to t he school . 
Thl'lee Remain 
In Competition 
On Friday, April 10, the se-
lection of the finalists for the 
Peel Prize Awards was made by 
a panel of three judges. These 
awards, of seventy - five and 
twenty-five dollars, are presented 
to the two students demonstrat-
ing the best engineering idea with 
commercial merit. The commit-
tee choosing the finaJists consist-
ed of Professor Kenneth Scott, 
Professor Thaddeus Roddenbery, 
and Mr. Richard Olson. 
Ben Gordon, Jan Moren, and 
Philip Baker were the students 
chosen as finalists. Gordon pre-
sented an original salt water 
tackle box. He demonstrated its 
financial desirabillty by present-
ing a thorough report on the 
probable size of the market and 
the low cost of materials. Moren's 
invention was a quick release 
nut. This unique idea would eli-
minate many tedious hours ln 
the occupation of a mecharuc. He 
also presented an appraisaJ of the 
economic factors Involved in the 
manufacture of his invention. 
Baker presented a nylon glide-
strip which would eliminate such 
frustrating occurrences as the 
sticking of drawers. He demon-
strated his confidence in the 
prospects of this invention by 
purchasing American and Cana-
dian patents. 
These three students wU1 now 
present their ideas befo: e a panel 
of three businessmen on April 20. 
These judges will then select two 
winners. 
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F ellowship Cont. from Pare 1 NEW FRATERNITY are the same as tor Fellows in 
the Coopct·ative Graduate Fel-()FFICERS ELECTED lowsb ip program. It is required that the applicant have at least 
h ( l ltl l V"orcester new vice president ,Randell Lee one academic yeat· or experience T e ra ern es a "' as a graduate teaching assistant. 
tl I l d Burr is the new secretary, and Tech have rccen Y e ec e new Tuition costs are paid by the 
rr Th ' II lead the1' r Anthon.Y Smalan is the new tre-0 tccrs. esc men WI Foundation, accompanied by $55 
respective houses in the next year. surer. to $85 per week as decided by the 
hoping to improve them and to I The past few weeks have been school. 
improve our frate rnity system in riillcd with honor for Bill Zeller· Fellowsht' ps Science Faculty 
general. lund or Sigma Phi Epsilon. He was are awarded to improve the com-
The new president or Phi Gam- ~ lapped for The Skull and is now petence of professors of the sel-
ma Della, Nick Barone, has been the new president ~t 11 Boynt~n ence and engineering and not as 
pledged in Ta u Beta Pi nnd tapped Street. Ron Greene IS the new VICe assistance for research projects 
for The Skull. The new treasurer presid~nt, with Russell Koelsch_ as perse. Selection rests upon a de-
is Dave Clayton. the r ecording J recordmg secretary,. Harry Mild· monstrated ability to teach sci-
secretary-Kirby Holcombe, and onlan as correspondmg secreta-ry, ence and the potential to use the 
the corresponding secretary- Andy and Don Carlson as comptroller. program to improve the indivi-
Moran. Both the president and vice dual's teaching. The stipend pro-
Ed Falkowski has been elected president of Phi Kappa Theta were vided is salary matching in cha-
president of Sigma Alpha Epsilon. recently tapped for The Skull. racter. up to a limit o£ $15,000. It 
To complete the cabinet, Richard George l\litschang, the president, is through this Fellowship that 
Fortier is the vice-president, John I is also in Tau Bela Pi, and Phil Donald R. ShurtleU, Associate 
Wilson is the treasurer. W. Rand· Ryan is vice president of the Junior Professor of Electrical Engineer-
all Clow is the recording secretary, Class. The secretary is Gene lng, Clarkson College of Tech-
and J ohn Savioli is the correspond· Dionne, and lhe treasurer ls to be nology, will study at Tech next 
ing secretary. appointed in the future. year towards hJs Ph.D . in Elec-
ln the house elections of Alpha I Alpha Epsilon Pi has elected trical Engineering. 
Tau Omeg~, Robert Stow w~s el- Mike Shapiro as the new president. A new program, t_he Graduate 
ected pres1dent. He adds this to Th . 'd t ·s Ed Sie Traineeship in Engmeerlng has 
his membership in Tau Beta Pi 1e ne; tv~ce pre~J e~ ~ d ·a; been instituted by the National 
and Pi Tau Sigma. The new vice ghe '. an . e ;~wit ~ ec e soct Science Foundation to go Into e.f-
president. who is also a member c aU'man IS 1 . em. feet during the next school year. 
of Chi Eps ilon, is F rank Benham. I Tau Kappa Epsile~ has chose_n Here, grants are awarded to the 
Frank Dolan is the new treasuerer, Steve Erhard as thetr .new prest- college or university a nd they 
Don Sundberg is the recording d~nt. Ch~rles Seaver •s ~he new I select directly the students to re-
secretary, and Robert Howard ls VIce presJdent, and Ray ° Con~elJ ceive the traineeships, notifying 
the corresponding secretary. as secretary and Paul Malnat~ as I the Foundation of its selections. 
Bill Lightfoot. a member or Pi treasurer round out the cabtnet W.PJ. received a grant .for next 
Tau Sigma. is the newly elected Ken Brown has been re-elected year enabling the school to award 
president of Theta Ch i. Wayne president of Psi Theta Nu. The two traineeships to graduate stu-
Pobzeznik will act as the new new vice president is Charles dents. The amount of compensa-
vicc president, Don Johnson as the Frary, a member of the Lens and tion is the same as for the Co-
secretary, and Roger Zipfel as the Lights Club. John Stone is the new operative Graduate Fellowships. 
treasurer. secretary, and Bill Wharton is the The National Science Founda-
William Nickerson , the circulat- new treasurer. 
ing manager of the Tech News, has Phi Sigma Kappa hasn't as yet 
been elected president o.f Lambda I elected officers, but elections are 
Chi Alpha. Donald Foley is the set Cor early in April. 
AA·C Reverse Position 
On Aid To Students 
WASHINGTON (CPS) - One of The AAC's traditional view, 
the nation's largest college organi· l Bunn said, has been that federal 
zations has dramatically reversed aid is justified only when needed 
its field to support a massive fed· to attain a goal of national im· 
era! aid program for U.S. college portance not satisfactorily reach-
students. able by a state, local and private 
The surprise came in testimony action. 
by the Association of American However, Bunn warned that 
Colleges (AAC} before a senate there is a real danger that state 
Subcommittee holding hearings on governments might be tempted to 
a bill proposed by Sen. Vance cut back their own provisions for 
Hartke, D-Ind. scholarships and ul timately throw 
The bill being considered would the whole burden on the federal 
liberalize the National Defense government. 
Education Act (NDEA) for loans, Bunn said the AAC still had 
federal scholarships and govern- some m1sglVIngs about the bill. 
ment insurance of private loans to He said one section of the bill 
students. It would also provide a providing a cost of education al-
work-sludy program, similar to the towance for college admitting fed· 
one proposed by President John· eral scholarship holders. Bunn 
son in his poverty message. noted that the $350 payment would 
AAC officials had previously op- be a " bounty" that would tempt 
posed the Hartke pt·ogram. admissions to give first considera-
Bul the group's president. the lion to scholarship students. 
Very Rev . Edward B. Bunn, S.J., 
told the subcommittee that his 
organizalion solidly supported t he 
basic features of the Hartke bill. 
The national organization re-
presents 848 colleges ofl'ering fou r-
year degree programs. Bunn is 
president or Georgetown Univer· 
sity. 
Bunn said that many members 
or his org anization have reluctantly 
concluded that a federal scholar-
ship program " is indispensiblc to 
realization or the principle of un-
restricted educational opportun-
ity." 
Bunn said members were polled 
recently and an overwhelming 
majority voted for the four provi-
sions. He described the Hartke 
bill as "an imaginative and com-
prehensive attar.k on the problem 
of student ald." 
The AAC was also apprehensive, 
Bunn said, over the proposed ex-
tension of the NDEA student loan 
program to two-year colleges. The 
extension, he said, would bring 
under the program 700 to 800 ad-
ditional schools and reduce the 
money available to four-year col-
leges. 
Bunn said the work-study pro-
gram for students received the 
least favorable response from 
members oi his association. He 
said they expressed fears that the 
measure might foster s l e r i I e 
•·make-work" activities. 
However, Bunn said many mem· 
bers hadn't read details of the 
plan. lie applauded the intention 
of the bill to limit the work· 
study programs to actitles of "gen· 
uine educational value." 
CIVIL 
ENGINEERS 
Write for application and 
further information to 
Engineering Unit E 
New York City 
Personnel Department 
299 Broadway, New York 7, N.Y. 
LABOR AND MANAGEMENT 
LEADERS PRESENT VIEWS 
Joseph Salerno, New England the United Slates. "The American 
Director of the Amalgamated labor movement is changing," 
Clothing Workers Union of the Fahlstrom slated. " In the future, 
AFL-ClO and Cliff Fahlstrom, as· I there won't be any room for the 
slstant to the Vice-president of the Lewis.~s and Hoff~s." Salerno noted 
Associated Industries of Massach· that the Amertcan labor move· 
usells were the guest speakers at ment is a conservative one. As an 
two respective Colloge Day Assem· illustration of the good policies 
blies. Mr. Salerno spoke on March maintain by the labor movement 
26, and Mr. Fahlstrom spoke on in America, it expelled, in 1955, 
April 9. The topics of both talks Mr. James Hoffa and his Teamsters 
were the problems of labor and Union from the AF.L-CIO." 
management and labor-manage Mr. Fahlstrom, noted that the 
ment relations. attitude ol unions is too unbend· 
Both speakers, during their re· ing," whereas Salerno stated that 
spective discourses, discussed the I "big business has a disor ted image 
value of unions and their place in or unions" and therefore. cannot 
our modern-day society. In depict· fully understand the unions posi-
ing the important role unions have tion. 
played in America, Mr. Salerno Both speakers held an open dis-
stated, "Labor unions have helped cussion and question and answer 
to prevent depression, to balance period at the conclusion of their 
the forces of production and con· I main presentation. Mr. Salerno 
sumption, and stabilize industry." discussed the quesuons of dis-
Mr. Fahlstrom agreed on the crimination in New York City 
point that " unions have done steel unions, the amount of power 
some good ." The statement is of· labor and management have, and 
ten made that big business wants whether or not management is the 
to abolish unions. "This statement real bulwark in arbitration issues. 
is entirely false," Fahlstrom stat· Mr. Fahlstrom commented on the 
ed. "The concern of business peo- question of the effect of unions 
pie with unions involves the power on the future engineers' career, 
unions have and how this power the unioni1.ation or white-collar 
is controlled." l workers and the effect of the re· 
Both repr esen tatives spoke of duced work week as a solution to 
the labor movement in general in the unemployment problem. 
tion recognizes tuition fees rail 
to met the actual cost to the 
school for educating the students, 
consequently this new program of 
trainees has made the funds 
available to cover the actual cost 
or the trainee's education. 
TECH PHARMACY 
S . HUROWITZ, Rag. Pharm., WPI '22 
A Tech Store For Tech Men 
OANDY - SODAS - DRUGS 
uOOCA•COLA" ,UIO uCOIC(•• Allll lt:lttfUID TIIIAD(• Ii"'Aitlll l 
WIC•~ IOCNTIN OHL.Y Tt-11 l'ltOOUOl 0,. fMI COCA•COLA COM .. U Yo 
Girl talk. Boy talk. 
All talk goes better refreshed. 
Coca-Cola -with a I ively I itt 
and never too sweet- refreshes best. 
things go 
b~~th Coke 
Bottled under lhe 1uthorlly of The Coca-Col• Company by: 
...... . """". 
'! 
War On 
By LIZ KRODNE 
Of the Dally llllni 
• CPS)- Presldent Johnson has 
formally declared war on pover-
ty n these United States. In a 
me,.sage to Congress, he outlined 
a -<dntlllating program wh ich is 
generating a tone of optimism in 
the national media. Once again 
we are enthralled by a glamorous 
adrninista·ative plan, and cheer-
fu lly confident of the ability of 
our prosperous nation to solve a ll 
the problems o! its disinherited 
with a gesture of its legislative 
arm. Create an opportunity here, 
give a grant there. and pretty 
soon, poverty, the discovery of 
the sixties, will be on Its way to 
the museum of social history. 
Overall, the President's plan is 
susceptible to several criticisms. 
One set of criticisms deals with 
the inadequacy of the .:nechan-
isms by which programs are to 
be matched with needs. The 
other set deals with some of the 
assumptions which are apparent 
in the message to Congress. Al-
together, the program amounts to 
a collection of gadgets; it does not 
represent a new kind of thinking. 
But the realities of "hard core" 
poverty are su!ficiently grave 
that there is a real question as 
to whether we can deal with 
poverty adequately by means of 
gadgets. 
Poverty 
hood. Present retraining pro-
grams are an enormous flop. 
People are, in too many cases, 
being retained for jobs which do 
not now exist or which will dis-
appear in the near future. For 
many people retraining has 
proved to be cruelly meaningless. 
Important provisions, such as 
the plan to make volunteers 
available for direct community 
action against poverty (whatever 
that means), and the availability 
of subsidies to communities de-
siring to undertake job-creating 
enterprises, have been made de-
pending on com:nunity initiative. 
The history of a rea redevelop-
ment suggests the lolly of de-
pending on so backward a me-
chanism. Communities are often 
unable, reluctant, or simply un-
willing to take such initiatives. 
For example, a huge proportion 
of the most severely poverty-
stricken part of our countr y are 
also areas where racial prejud.Jce 
is intense. The white power 
structures in these communities 
at·e unwilling to accept federal 
funds which make integration 
mandatory and which make it 
economically possible for Ne-
groes to (emain in the commu-
nity. For these and similar rea-
sons, there is good reason to think 
that communities which will con-
sider taking advantages of these 
grants will be those which are 
already well-organized and rea-
sonably progressive. Stagnating 
communities will be severely 
handicapped if they attempt to 
grab their own boot straps. 
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~~~ble:s ~~~~:;:~ tod~~o:!~:~; l CANDIDATES 
caused by progress (which wiiJ 
win out in lhe end, and tempo- FOR CLASS OFFICES 
rnry economic slack) . 
The sobel'ing !act Is that not 
one-filth, but closer to one-third 
o! our families live on wages 
which are inadequate by middle 
class standards. Many of them are 
desperately poor. Our statistics 
omit those who are permanently 
unemployed or underemployed, a 
situation which can only become 
increasingly common. 
The best human intelligence 
available m ust concern itself with 
the development of a set of so-
cial values and institutions suit-
able to the radical changes al-
ready visible in our economic 
system. 
(Lecture Cont. from Pg. 1) 
of t he magnetic and electric pro-
perties of new materials to elec-
tronic circuits. 
A native of Oakland, Call!or-
nlo, be received the A.B. (1951) 
and the Ph.D. in Physics ( 1956) 
!rom the University of California 
in Berkeley. 
Dr. Jones came to H a r v ar d 
fro.m Shockley Semiconductor 
Laboratory of Beckman Instru-
ments, Inc., where he was a Sen-
ior Engineer. 
During the academic year 1960-
61 , Dr. J ones held a Guggenheim 
Fellowship to study neutron dif-
fraction effects in magnetic ox-
ides at the Harwell Atomic Ener-
gy Establishment in England. 
(T i ckets Cont . from Pg. 1) 
Within the next. few weeks the to have his name placed on the 
Freshman, Sophomore, and Jun- Unal ballot. 
ior classes will have elected their 
class officers. The respective 
nominating committees, with the 
exception of the Juniors, have 
already met and drawn up a list 
of nominees for office. 
Those nominated from the class 
of 1967 are: 
D. Bobseine, W. Cooper, H. 
Croft, C. DellaVecchJa, P . Dicker-
son, J . Fiore, J . Kllguss, R. Lor-
ing, D. Lutz, K. McQuaid, P . Mc-
Donagh, F . Magiera, M. Olken, 
J . Perkins, S . Petroff, W. Rieger, 
R. Rivkind, R. Rogers, R. Sadow-
ski, R. Shaw, J . SoulHere, J . 
Stumpp, G. Thrasher, G. Willis. 
These candidates should notify 
Bill Reiger in Morgan 315 to in-
form the nominating committee 
for whlcb offi ce they are running. 
Anyone not on thls list who wish-
es to run for an office should 
submit a petition of at least 15 
signatures plus hi.s own to Bill 
Rieger by April 25, 1964 In order 
Those nominated from the 
Sopho..'llore class are: 
Bill Behn, Phil Blackman, Jay 
Botop, John Braun, Ron Crump, 
Bill Duvall, Gary Dyckman, 
George Elko, Ron Finn, Don Fo-
ley, Steve Formica, J oe Goulart, 
Steve Hebert, J eff Heywood, Steve 
Kaiser, J ohn Lauterback, Andy 
Moran, Mike Napoli tano, Bill 
Nims, Joe Passaro, Larry Penon-
sella, J ay Segal, George Stevens, 
Rog Ziptel. 
Candidates should already have 
submitted their choice of offi ce 
for which they are running on 
April 13, this past Monday. The 
!inal day for petitions was also 
Monday, April 13. 
As of yet, the nominatlng com-
mittee of the class of 1965 bas 
not met to draw up their Jist ol 
candidates. It Is expected that 
they will do so before F riday, 
April 17. 
Tougaloo Appeals For Help 
JACKSON, Miss ( CPS) - The 
student body President of Tou-
galoo College bas voiced a plea 
to students throughout the coun-
try to assist Tougaloo in its de-
fense against the reprisal direct-
ed at the school from the Mis-
sissippi State Legislature. 
threats to the status quo ot rac-
ism, segregation, economic and 
social deprivation," Rut 1 edge 
said. 
On the first more superficial 
level, we must note that a major 
feature o! the Act is the emphasis 
on vocational training and re-
training. Strengthening the pres-
ent Manpower Re-Training Pro-
gram is mentioned. The estab-
lishment of job training centers 
and provision for re-training the 
unemployed can certainly up-
grade the skills of workers. But 
it cannot do miracles; and a 
:niraculous number of jobs must 
become available if such train-
ing Is to mean improved liveli-
The most profoundly dlsap-
pointJng aspect Of the War on 
Poverty messag~ Is the obvious 
fact that it is not, as its author 
maintains it is, a new kind of 
program. No basic assumptions 
have been re-examined. lt is ap-
parent that the philosophy be-
hind the program assumes the 
Brandywine Singers at 8:30 In 
Worcester Auditorium. Halling 
from the University of New 
Hampshire, they have perfected 
a popular "button-down" style of 
folkmusic. Although relatively 
new to the established fa.:nlly of 
folk singers, they are already in 
demand by colleges throughout 
the East. 
Three Mississippi legislators 
are sponsoring a motlon to repeal 
the charter of Tougaloo College. 
According to their reasoning, the 
college has served as a constant 
source of students concerned with 
the civil rights movement in the 
South. 
Student Body President Steph-
en Rutledge appealed to the 
American student community, 
through the United States Na-
tional Student As s o c I a t i on 
(USNSA), to be fully aware of 
the situation and to aid the Col-
lege In its defense. 
USNSA called on its member 
schools to pass student govern-
ment resolutions condemning the 
bill and urging its defeat. and / or 
the governors veto. USNSA also 
suggested that a petition be circu-
lated among the students, fac-
ulty, and administration with the 
same content as the student gov-
ernment resolution. 
Frank Millspaugh, Director ol 
USNSA's Community Issues 
Desk, said, "Mr. Rutledge's letter 
to me concluded with the pledge 
that 'Tougaloo stands ready and 
willing to continue its e Uorts to 
provide a good higher education 
and to keep the ray of hope and 
inspiration shining in Mississippi. ' 
The Amercan student commun-
ity, by its actions, can be Instru-
mental in the keeping of this 
pledge." 
Chemistry Professor 
Lectures At Tech 
Dr. Fred Basolo, under the aus-
pices of the American Chemical 
Society Visiting Scientist Pro-
gram, paid a formal visit to the 
Chemistry Division at Tech on 
April 9 and 10, 1964. 
Rome during the year 1961-1962. 
Professor Basolo presented a col -
loquium on "Mechanisms of Sub-
stitution Reactions of Square 
Metal Complexes". 
Dr. Basolo served as a guest The American Chemical Socie-
lecturer to approximately 100 ty, which has just awarded Dr. 
students studying structural and Basolo Its 1964 award in !nor-
theoretical chemistry. He also ganic Che.'Tlistry !or his many ef-
consulted with several predoctor- forts in the field, sponsors the 
al students engaged in r·esearch Visiting Scientist Program t o 
in inorganic and physical cbem- stimulate research activity and 
istry, and with members of the promote Interest by chemistry 
faculty concerning cur riculum faculty In the most modern devel-
matters. opment s in research and teach-
Prom invitations a nd choice 
seats for the performance of the 
Brandywine Singers are still 
available at the total price of 
$11.80. Colored photographs in-
cluding two folders and four wal-
let size portraits may be pur-
chased at the Fl'iday rught prom 
for the reasonable price of four 
dollars. It will be necessary for 
the photographer to a·eceive pay-
ment at the time of the sitting. 
It is sincerely hoped by the en-
tire prom commit tee that all 
those attending will find the 
prom to be an unforgetable and 
enjoyable experience. 
EARN $200.00 
"The attempt bas been made to 
intimidate, suppress and pressure 
a college com:n unity which is one 
of the only institutionalized 
Free Visiting of Women To 
l\l en's Dorms Wanted at U.W. 
MADISON, Wis. (CPS) - Un- dents visiting graduate men's 
dergraduate women may visit living unHs to cover four major 
men's living areas at tbe Uni- areas: 
versity of Wisconsin during de- - The bill will concern all male 
signated times if a recent pro- university approved the units. 
posal made to the Associated Wo-
men's Students Coed's Congress 
Is approved. 
Or. Basolo is professor of ing. Dr. Basolo has publlshed 
Chemistry at Northwestern Unl- more than 100 scientific papers, 
versity. He received his under- has co-authored several text-
graduate and graduate degrees in books, and , to a large extent, is 
Illinois and was a Guggenh eim responsible for the great present 
Fellow in Copenhagen in 1954- day interest in modern inorganic 
1955 and a research fellow In 1 Chemistry. 
Agent wanted to solicit orders 
for unique new low priced champ· 
agne tone orchid corsage for May 
lOth Mothet·'s Day delivery. No 
investment required. Free sales 
kit. Free samples. Proven method 
now used at Notre Dame & Lehigh. 
Free delivery to recipient mother. 
Write immediately to: Flower Gift 
Service. 34 West lOth St., NYC 
11, NY. 
The Coed's Congress amended 
a sugestion stating that this pri-
vllege be granted only to stu-
- Each men's living unit will 
determine its own regulations re-
garding guest conduct, v isiting 
hours, and visiting areas. 
- All unde1·graduate w o m e n 
students must be out of lhe men's 
unit by hours specified by the 
unit. The specifi ed hours must 
not exceed the current women's 
closing hours of ll p.m. on week 
nights and 1 a.m. on weekends . 
Throckmortimer 
1 JUST ME T LUIDII, 
rH6 TDIID~S$ '111111 
T#/6 MDSTE£,.- • • • 
/ 
/. 
... SHE'S GDT LOOHS, 
"P6'RSDNIILIT 1. 
S,tfVOIR F~IR~·., 
I 
2.. 
• • • 
.. 
AIID WHifT 
I WII'RTSIJ - The guest must be escorted 
at all times by her host. She is 
to be accompanied not onJy at 
the times she is in the living 
unit but to and from that unit. 
The objective of the new pro-
posal Is "an atte.'llpt to meet the 
needs of university w<.men and 
at the same time, provide oppor-
tunities for the development of 
responsibllty and self-discipline." 
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WPI Participates In 
Daytona Migration 
Sun, saud, and surf, the at- commerce, motel pa1·ties, or a few 
traction of Florida other than of the wilder bars. Dress at all 
girls. induced a migration o:f col-
lege students to the southern 
beaches. The TECH NEWS was 
fortunate enough to have a mem-
ber of its staU among the flock 
of collegians. The pilgrimage was 
made il1 a sports car which 
proved extremely comfortable 
throughout the trip which took 
twenty seven hours of straight 
d1·i ving. The only discnmlort oc-
curred when our team of men ar-
rived in 'Daytona Beach, too late 
to obtain a motel for the night, 
and consequently had to spend 
the night in the car. 
'Sunday morning the Tech stu-
dents, equipped with suntan lo-
tion, blankets and a full cooler, 
reported to the beach. For those 
unfamiliar with Daytona Beach, 
it is covered with bard sand upon 
which autos and motorcycles are 
allowed to drive and park. The 
crowd was so large that it took 
an hour to find a parking spot. 
Settling down to "soak up some 
rays" and have a few quiet brews 
amidst the rioting stud e n t s 
proved di!ficult. 
It had started off as a friendly 
blanket toss. Then the crowd 
started to gather and things 
started to happen spontaneously. 
It wasn't long till the sky was 
moon cluttered and filled with 
loose two piecers. Snortly after 
that the oversized patty wagon 
arrived, along with the "Super 
Sports" (as the motorcycle dJvi-
sion of the Daytona Police Dept. 
call themselves). Dressed in 
black leather jackets and Bell 
crash helmets, and equipped with 
pearl-handled pistols and white 
bats, the "Super Sports" took but 
a lew minutes to herd the rioters 
into the wagon. The line of the 
one hundred and eleven delin-
quents began at seven in front of 
the court house the next day. 
In the days that followed the 
vacationers refrained from blank-
et tosses. In their search for fun 
the students took to the Umbo, 
and singing the old varied verses 
to "Hey La Di" along with some 
new ones. At night the student s 
went to the free entertainment 
provided by the chamber of 
time of the day was shorts and 
sweatshirts. The ability to bring 
cars on the beach also made the 
beach a big attraction at night. 
Most of the motels were pre-
pared for the visitors as was in-
tutively obvious to the most ca-
sual observer of the prices. In 
order to combat this obstacle our 
Tech students along with others, 
ate but one meal a day. This meal 
was taken at a restaurant, which 
offered a buffet (all you could 
eat) for a dollar fifty-five . It 
took a few days to learn to carry 
six plates of food at once, whicb 
helped relieve the problem of re-
turning to the serving Hne several 
times. The quantity and quality of 
the meals were both good. 
By Thursday, rioting and sun 
bathing became boring. Our team 
decided to go inland and visit 
some friends at Florida Southern 
College. Driving around the lake 
on which the school is located, 
they passed it several times be-
cause they mistook it for a coun-
try club. A tour of the campus 
acquainted our staff with the ar-
chitecture of Frank Lloyd Wright 
whose thoughts comprise over 
half of the campus structures. Be-
cause it was a cold seventy-
eight degrees outside, none of the 
students were taking advantage 
of the schools outdoor pool or 
their water skiing facilities. After 
a lei surely .meal In the air condi-
toned cafeteria the group of stu-
dents went to one of the several 
dances the school has during the 
week. The entire brotherhood of 
one fraternity were growing 
beards for one of their week ends. 
It was quite easy to spot the 
bearded cadets among the R. 0. T. 
C. corp during drill. WhUe on 
campus, admittance was gained to 
one of the sorority houses. They 
are all designed in a quadrangu-
lar shape with an open center so 
sunlight will reach the palm trees 
that grow in the centrally placed 
garden. Before the departure for 
home 3 students were observed 
carrying books- giving an Indi-
cation that there was some kind 
of academic program at Southern 
schools. 
Blanket Tossing Party at Daytona Beach 
ADDRESSOGRAPH 
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. Can you avoid 
Hving in ''JaDisvUie'''l 
It won't be easy. By 1980 most Amer-
icans will live in 40 large metropoli-
tan areas-each with more than a mil-
Hon. population. To keep your com-
munity from becoming a "Jamsville" 
will take people with ideas- ideas 
that can help cities move more traffic 
swiftly, safely and economically. 
Someofthe ideascomefromthemen 
and women of General Electric who, 
in effect, form a "Progress Corps." 
In major cities, they're helping to 
develop balanced transportation 
built around rapid rail-transit sys-
tems . . . and they're providing 
advanced equipment to power and 
control the trains. Tl1ey're also devel-
oping a TV monitoring system that 
enables a single engineer to control 
miles of auto traffic . .. a jet engine 
that speeds commuters in a hyd1·ofoil 
ship ove1· the waves ... and another 
jet engine to lift travelers ove?· traffic 
via turbocopter at 150 mph. 
Traffic is only one of many pl·ob-
lems Genera l Electri c people are 
working on. Their numerous proj-
ects, in this country and around the 
world, demand a variety of talents : 
engineering, finance, marketing, Jaw, 
physics and many others. 
If you'd like to join the "Progress 
Corps" after graduation, talk to your 
placement director. He can help qual-
ified young people begin their careers 
at General Electric. 
Rogress Is lM Most lm~f F+otlucl 
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